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WHY? 
Science & Engineering Fair 

I hear, I forget
I see, I remember
I do, I understand

…Chinese Proverb



Average Retention for 
Learning Activities

(Source:  National Training Laboratories, 
Bethel, ME)

20%
Audio-Visual

30%
Demonstration

50%
Discussion Group

75%
Practice by Doing

90%
Teach Others/Immediate Use of Learning

5%
Lecture

10%
Reading
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Where does science fair play into 
the learning cycle?



What is Science & Engineering Fair? 

A journey of inquiry…

that uses and develops critical life skills:
§ curiosity/questioning
§ logic
§ goal-setting/predicting
§ planning/organization
§ analysis/evaluation
§ civic responsibility
§ create new knowledge



Science Fair 
Outcomes

Students

• learn how to identify interesting problems

• design unique, organized and logical strategies to answering a 
question

• Integrate skills you’ve learned in your classes: math and science 
skills, computer skills, research and writing skills, presentation skills, 
etc.

• share/showcase their work to the community and learn that the work 
that they do matters to the school and community

• understand how scientists and engineers contribute to the 
advancement of science and engineering



Partnership

Educators

• Step-by-step 
assignments

• Checkpoints graded 
along the way

Parents

• Encourage

• Answer questions

• Supervise safety

• Come to the fair!

Students

• Work

• Responsibility

•Accountability

Science Fair 
Success



Science vs Engineering

Science Process
Define the Problem

Find a purpose

Construct a hypothesis
Identify variables

Write a research plan 
Complete forms 

Test hypothesis by conducting 
experiment(s)

Analyze results

Draw a conclusion(s); 
ask new question

Engineering Process
Define the Problem

Find a goal

Develop design criteria

Write a research plan 
Complete forms

Build and test prototype

Analyze results

Draw a conclusion(s); 
ask new question
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The first key to engaging students in doing real science is to understand 
the difference between a science demonstration and a hands-on science 
experiment.

• DEMONSTRATIONS
o usually performed by the teacher and are typically used to 

illustrate a science concept. 

• SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
o give participants the opportunity to pose their own “what if . . .?” 

questions. 

What’s the difference?



1. Obtain APPROVAL from parents! 
2. Bring a research journal (composition book)
3. Select a topic
4. Do background research
5. Write a research plan 
6. Test Hypothesis by conducting science experiments
7. Analyze Data and draw conclusions
8. Write Abstract and complete forms
9. Prepare display board
10. Practice

STEP-BY-STEP
What do the students need to do?



1. A log book is a notebook that must be bound with stitching 
or glue so that the pages are not removable.

2. Your log book should be written in ink only. Do not use pencil 
or printouts from a computer (except graphs and charts).

3. Put your name and school on the front of your log book.

4. Include notes on readings and bibliographic information.

5. Include your thoughts, ideas, and trials.

Keep a Research Journal or 
Data (Log) Book!



6. Include your raw data (all of the measurements you collect 
during your experimental trials)

7. Staple in copies of graphs or charts

8. Attach photos and label them including credit to the 
photographer

9. Date every entry and enter each science activity you do.

10. Do not try to make your log book neat. It should be readable, 
but you may cross out information you don’t want as you work

11. Never remove pages from your log book!!

Keep a Research Journal or 
Data (Log) Book!



■ Choose a question that you like best out of about 3

■ Do I know a little about the topic?

■ Is it interesting to me?

■ Is it feasible? Can it be answered through experimentation or 
investigation? 

■ Will the results be useful for something?

■ Are equipment and supplies readily available and affordable?

■ Will it involve measurements?

■ What variables will change? (Science & Engineering)

■ Can I design and build a prototype to test? (Engineering)

Selecting a Topic



■ CLEARLY describe the purpose of the investigation

■ Briefly state what it is you want to find out

Ask a Question



■ Collect information to help understand why the experiment turns out 
the way it does.

■ Collect information from at least five sources.

■ Resources: Galileo, library, Internet, people

■ Keep a bibliography of resources. 

■ Key Goal: Obtain enough information to make a prediction of what will 
happen in the experiment.

Do background research



SCIENCE
■ What is a hypothesis?

Use of prior knowledge (an educated guess) to predict the 
answer to a question
If/then: If I do [this], then [this] will happen.

– “If I increase the temperature of water in a cup, then the more 
sugar will dissolve.”

– Cause (independent variable)/effect (dependent variable) 

ENGINEERING
l What is a goal?

What you want to accomplish with your project. 
l What are the criteria?

Guidelines, standards and requirements you decide on to control the 
design in a fair and equal way

Construct a Hypothesis or 
set a Goal



■ Include the question, hypothesis or goal, methodology, and 
bibliography

■ Set up data tables in note/data book

Wind Speed (m/sec) Power (kW)

Write a research plan



DO’s DON’T’s
… collect biologically dangerous organisms at home 

(ex. yeast, bacteria)
…culture them at home; 

Culturing and other experiments must be done at a lab 
or at a regulated research site

A qualified scientist form must also be completed by a 
qualified expert who is providing oversight of the project. 

…use farm animals in a research project on a farm or ranch. 
The animals can be used in non-invasive, non-intrusive, non-
biomedical studies utilizing standard farming practices that
do not negatively affect an animal's health and well-being. 

…use invasive, intrusive or biomedical procedures; i.e. all 
procedures involving entry into a living body by an incision, 

and/or by insertion of instruments, tubes, probes, etc.  
Injections for the health of an animal, as directed by a vet, are 

not considered invasive (e.g., insulin, vitamins).

…conduct research with human subjects . 
All human subject projects must be reviewed and approved 
by an Institutional Review Board (IRB) before the research 

begins. 

…conduct any activities unless you get signed permission 
from participant (if over age 18) or parent/guardian or 

supervising adult. 

…conduct experiments with plants and soils. …manipulate soils by adding materials such as coca cola, 
Kool-Aid, etc.

…check with school, regional fair, law enforcement, etc. 
before beginning research involving hazardous chemicals, 
activities or devices to ensure proper guidelines (law, use) 

and supervision, and safety is provided FORM 4

…begin a project before consulting proper authorities :
•hazardous chemicals - ex. DEA-controlled substances, 
alcohol, prescription drugs , tobacco;
•activities  - ex. radiation, lasers; or 
•devices  - ex. firearms, explosives, Tasers

Follow the rules



Process

Part 1: Design an experimental procedure
■ Steps and materials should be spelled out 

Part 2: Do an experiment
■ (SCIENCE): when actual testing of the hypothesis occurs you are answering 

the question

■ (ENGINEERING): when actual testing of the prototype design occurs you 
are answering the question

Test the hypothesis by doing an 
experiment



Expectations

§ It’s ok if the first experiment goes wrong and your child has to 
modify the procedure

§ It’s ok if the experiment is inconsistent with the hypothesis

§ Safety, safety, safety!

§ Repeat your trials many times to collect good data

§ Validating your method or design is important

§ It takes time!

Do an experiment



Figure 1. How wind generator power 
changes with wind speed
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Collected and organized data:  Using Tables and Graphs

Table 1. The effect of 
wind speed on wind 

generator power

Collect, Organize and Analyze the data



Collect, Organize and Analyze the dataCollect, Organize and Analyze the data
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Write an ABSTRACT

A project abstract is a brief paragraph (limited to 250 words or 1,800 characters) 
highlighting and/or summarizing the major points or most important ideas about 
the project. An abstract allows judges to quickly determine the nature and scope 
of a project. 

Tips to writing an effective abstract:
• Emphasize these aspects: purpose (hypothesis), methods (procedures used), 

data summary or analysis, and conclusions. 
• Focus only on the current year’s research. 
• Omit details and discussions. 
• Use the past tense when describing what was done. However, where 

appropriate use active verbs rather than passive verbs. 
• Use short sentences, but vary sentence structure. 
• Use complete sentences. Don’t abbreviate by omitting articles or other small 

words in order to save space. 
• Avoid jargon and use appropriate scientific language. 
• Use concise syntax, correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation. 



■ Compose a final research report (varies by age and grade level)

■ Prepare a display board

■ Compete at a Local, School, County or District Science Fair

Communicate results





■ Abstract – typed on 22-category form and must be displayed 

■ Science & Engineering Fair display board

■ Lab data notebook or research journal

■ 3-ring Binder with

– Research paper (optional)

– Original forms (including research plan)

■ Photo and graph credits - visible on display board (informed 
consent forms for any photographs of people other than 
exhibitor must be available)

Fair Products
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What’s Next?

Future of science fair participants



From School Fair to State Fair to College



What do people say about 
science fair?

Visit link below to view our video

https://vimeo.com/156458873



PROJECT PLANNING
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SESSION #1



■ Provide students a timeline that 
breaks the project into small, 
manageable assignments that 
are spread out over time. 

■ Provide students with handouts 
that explain exactly what needs 
to be done at each step of the 
project.

Project Planning



August September October November December

Regional	Fair	
Directors’	
Meeting	in	
Athens

Invitations	to
submit	entries	

to	schools:	private,	
public,	home-

schools

GSEF	Affiliation
ISEF	Affiliation

Teacher-
Sponsor/Fair	
Directors’	
Meeting

Parent	Night	
presentations	&	
workshops	with	
region	schools

Parent	Night	
presentations	&	
workshops	with	
regional	schools

Classroom	
workshops

Online	
registration	

opens

Judging	county	
and	local	fairs

January February March April May

Registration 
closes

Paperwork	due	

Fair	
preparations

Georgia	College	
K-5	State	Science	

Fair

Regional	Science	&	
Engineering	Fair

(RSEF)

Online	
registration	of	
GSEF	entries

ISEF	Online	
registration

Georgia Science	&	
Engineering	Fair	

(GSEF)

ISEF	preparations

International	
Science	&	

Engineering	Fair
(ISEF)

Science Fair Timeline



■ Use the hand-out in your folder to create a timeline.

■ Work backwards from Georgia College’s deadline for 
submission

■ What is your deadline to host your school fair?

■ Does your county or district have a science fair? If so, what are 
those dates?

■ Pair up with your element partner.

■ Brainstorm with your partner– how does your timeline 
compare?
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What’s YOUR Timeline?

THINK

PAIR



■ Class time vs After School time 
– How much time per week will you need to spend on science 

experiments?
– How much time per week can you afford to spend on science 

experiments? 
– Set clear and concise parental expectations
– What are your local administrators expectations?
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CONSIDER…
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10 minute Break



■ Share your timeline 

■ Do you have any questions or concerns about your timeline?

37

SHARE



WHICH ONE IS BETTER?
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SESSION #2



§ Introduce yourself to one person you do not 
know; that’s your teammate for this session

§ As a team, compare the two projects in your 
folder

§ Identify 5 reasons why one project is better 
than the other

§ Report out

39

Evaluate and compare projects



FORMS
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SESSION #3
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State wants everyone to use 20-categorie form



RESOURCES
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SESSION #4



§ On hand-out provided in your folder, list five resources that 
you currently have that can aid in your students’ success with 
science fair.

§ CONSIDER:
– Financial resources
– School technology and support
– Parental or Community support
– Chamber of commerce

§ SHARE
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What are my resources?



■ The 5E Inquiry-Based Instructional Model – Elementary Science 
(https://www.science4us.com/educational-model/)

■ “A Guide to Planning a Science Fair” pdf publication by Science Buddies 
■ “How to run a regional science fair” Handbook 

(https://regionalsciencefair.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/how-to-run-a-
science-engineering-fair-handbook.pdf)

■ Websites:
– Intel International Science and Engineering Fair at 

http://sciserv.org/isef/
– Georgia Science and Engineering Fair at 

http://www.uga.edu/oasp/
– Science buddies at http://www.sciencebuddies.org
– Science Education Center: http://science.gcsu.edu

■ Email Science Education Center @ Georgia College
– science@gcsu.edu 

Other Resources
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BEFORE YOU LEAVE…



■ Checklist for Adult Sponsor 
■ Student Checklist 
■ Approval Form including Research Plan
■ Risk Assessment Form 
■ Official 22-Category Abstract Form
■ Other forms as needed per project

FAIR DEADLINES
■ Registration opens online Dec 1
■ Copies of Paperwork and fees due: Jan 18
■ Cost: $15 per student (not per project)

REMINDERS:
Complete forms and Meet Deadlines



■ Kaolin Endowed Chair for Science Education
– Funding supports, Science Education Center

■ Office of Academic Affairs, Georgia College
■ College of Arts and Science, Georgia College

■ Local Science Fair sponsors
– Green Power EMC
– Tri-County EMC
– Southern Rivers EMC
– Washington EMC
– Blackbird Coffee
– Goodie Gallery
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